DECEITFULNESS ACCORDING TO THE INDICATORS OF EMOTIONAL MATURITY METHODOLOGY AND POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION

There has been developed a theoretical model of the polygraph research which consists of three groups of categories and concepts used in the organization, obtaining results and data interpretation: physiological characterizing the logics of these processes; psychological reflecting essential properties and relationships; instrumental-technical describing the polygraph method specificity. There has been created the polygraph questionnaire aimed at diagnosing deceitfulness that allows to identify and analyze indicators characterizing predisposition to verbal, concealed and general deception. The surveyed sample have been grouped according to: gender (men, women); areas of specialists’ training (psychology, history, physics, navigation, fine art); the degree of deceitfulness (high, medium, low); the type of emotional maturity (empathic, self-regulating, expressive, expressive-empathic). Summarizing the correlation analysis data concerning the general sample, it has been found that the integrative parameter of deceitfulness has the greatest number of correlations and is rather closely related to the indicators determining emotional maturity and its components: emotional expressiveness, emotional self-regulation and empathy. The intergroup factor analysis in the groups with different levels of predisposition to general deception has proved that, depending on the level of deceitfulness, there are changes in the dominance of any given components of emotional maturity. A thorough analysis has shown that there are significant interrelations between the indicators of deceitfulness and emotional maturity in the structure of the empathic type that may indicate high probabilistic deceitfulness. In general, the obtained results confirm our hypothesis stating that personality deceitfulness can be determined by the characteristics of emotional maturity, the main of which is the empathic constituent (according to the results of our study).
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Introduction

An active implementation of the polygraph method into psychological practice is sufficiently relevant nowadays due to the increasing requirements for moral and ethical peculiarities of the individual in different life circumstances. In this aspect, the role and functions of the data obtained using the polygraph take one of the leading places in both theoretical and applied psychological works [1, 17, 41, 43 and others]. At the same time, completely pragmatic tasks are being set and solved: disclosure of various types of crimes, security in enterprises, personnel and official inspections, reduction of personnel
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Introduction

An active implementation of the polygraph method into psychological practice is sufficiently relevant nowadays due to the increasing requirements for moral and ethical peculiarities of the individual in different life circumstances. In this aspect, the role and functions of the data obtained using the polygraph take one of the leading places in both theoretical and applied psychological works [1, 17, 41, 43 and others]. At the same time, completely pragmatic tasks are being set and solved: disclosure of various types of crimes, security in enterprises, personnel and official inspections, reduction of personnel
turnover, industrial injuries and professional diseases, improvement of work quality and efficiency, determination of professional abilities or bad habits, decrease in expenses and time spent on professional training and more.

Scientific works show that studying the peculiarities of physiological function changes in the process of polygraph researches allows to predict people’s behaviour in extreme situations, preventing nervous breakdowns in professional activities and providing timely correction of workers’ psychological state, in particular, it applies to the representatives of dangerous jobs: employees of special services, security agents, aviation and railway transport workers and others.

The generalization of various works and publications proves that the issue of the polygraph method use, despite the convincing data obtained, is controversial in the professional environment. On the one hand, it is most clearly observed in different theoretical approaches to the explanation of testing results according to this methodology [14, 15, 25, 26, 32, 33, 35 and others]. On the other hand, there are some differences regarding the construction of the testing procedure itself, development of the appropriate diagnostic material and requirements to it, peculiarities of the selection procedure, processing and interpretation of the obtained indicators according to their validity and system representation [1, 21, 22, 23, 26 and others]. It is impossible to ignore the problem concerning the complexity of the polygraph testing implementation, as well as the comparison of its results with the results of other methods aimed at diagnosing deceitfulness [3, 12, 43, 47, 48 and others].

It should be noted that most diagnosed characteristics of the polygraph method are based on the indicators that can characterize the features of the emotional sphere of the individual directly or indirectly. The latter issue was studied mainly in the works of foreign researchers [33, 35, 38, 40, 44, 45 and others], which is due to the earlier introduction of polygraph techniques into different fields of their possible use. Summarizing these and other works, it should be mentioned that scholars have attempted to identify personal characteristics that may affect deceitfulness, i.e.: gender (B. De Paulo, J.A. Epstein, D.A. Kashy, S.E. Kirkendol, H.T. Reis, C. Saarni, M. Senchak, B. Solomon, M.M. Wyer and others), age (J. Lewis), personality traits (B. De Paulo, D.W. Gerbing, J.E. Hunter, D.A. Kashy, G.A. Miller, A. Vrij, L. Wilson and others), emotions (P. Ekman, I. Leslie, S. Walters, O. Freight and others), etc. It is noteworthy that there are such domestic researches (O.T. Baryshpolets, Ye.V. Zadnipriianets, N.M. Mayorchak, S. Malievych, I.A. Trukhin, I.O. Filenko and others) that deal mainly with the issue of determining the moral and social aspects of deception. The absence of special studies concerning the role of the emotional sphere in the manifestation of deception complicates the process of its cognition. This is especially appropriate for emotional maturity of an individual.

Based on the mentioned above, the present study devoted to the interrelationship between emotional maturity and manifestation of students’ deceitfulness gives the opportunity to penetrate more deeply into the sphere of moral ideas and requirements of modern youth and thereby expand our knowledge about psychological peculiarities of this age period. It can be assumed that the definition and disclosure of the emotional maturity role or its certain features in the determination of youth’s deception will significantly broaden the existing understanding of the deceitfulness diagnostics peculiarities in the aspect of this procedure optimization. After all, the juvenile age is a decisive period in the formation of personality features associated with the emotional sphere development (O. Chebykin, I. Pavlova).

The results of these and other studies also describe certain theoretical and methodological ideas that can be used in the analysis of the relationship between personality deceitfulness (using the polygraph method) and the data on the development of the emotional sphere components.

The aim of the study is to ground theoretically and investigate the interrelationship of deceitfulness in individuals with different types of emotional maturity empirically.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks were set:

1) to generalize basic historical preconditions, as well as theoretical and methodological ideas concerning the use of the polygraph method in psychological science and practice.

2) to define the role of the emotional sphere in the content of the polygraph method indicators.

3) to reveal and describe the leading components and types of emotional maturity of an individual, as well as their research procedures.

4) to determine the interrelationship between the types of emotional maturity and the deceitfulness data.

Due to the aim and tasks of the study the following research methods were used: theoretical (analysis of domestic and foreign scientific sources, generalization of concepts and approaches the polygraph method is based on, and the role of the emotional sphere in determining deceitfulness of the individual); empirical (questionnaires, observations, oral interviews, conversations); instrumental (polygraph method); methods of statistical data processing (determination of statistically reliable indicators according to Student’s t-criterion, correlation analysis, factor analysis, dispersion analysis – SPSS 13.0 for Windows was used for this purpose).

A diagnostic complex consisted of both generally recognized methods and a specially designed polygraph questionnaire. Studying the emotional sphere, “Emotional maturity diagnostics” questionnaire (O. Chebykin) was used [27]. To determine the specificity and nature of personality deceitfulness, the polygraph questionnaire based on the adapted variant of the “Marston Deception Test” (Relevant/Irrelevant Test – R/I test by W. Marston) [12] was also used according to the purpose of our study.
379 students from different universities (ranging in age from 18 to 23) were involved in the empirical research.

**Discussion**

Solving the first task, we have summarized a large number of data that allowed us to distinguish three stages in the history of the polygraph method development: the first stage (the ancient history of mankind) – a search for personality characteristics which can characterize certain predispositions to deception; the second stage (the beginning of the 18th century – the end of the 19th century) – creation of separate methods aimed at detecting deception; the third stage (the beginning of the 20th century – nowadays) – creation and implementation of the complex instrumental polygraph methodology. The polygraph devices have been systematised, proceeding from three principles: the element basis or data fixation procedure (analogue, digital, manual); the complexity of configuration (basic, extended, combined); the way of measuring or sensor fixation (contact, contactless and combined).

It has been proved that the polygraph remains the most effective means of detecting concealed information among all existing methods. However, it has been found out that nowadays there are many different tools of detecting concealed information (micro-gesture and micro-expression analysis; magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); the electroencephalographic method; the graphological method; the eye movement trajectory analysis; tests examining the voice with the help of stress analysers; the use of computer programs on brain activity (MindReader, SprintTest); thermal imaging analysis, etc.), presented by various sophisticated and sensitive devices that can be used to determine whether a person is lying or telling the truth. Many of them are more acceptable as an additional channel to the polygraph, and only some of them deserve some attention as an alternative to it. As for the use of the polygraph method, it enables to measure, record and show the dynamics of changes in the vegetative and brain activity of the subject while being given the stimulus. At the same time, after having passed through many historic periods, the polygraph method is still in the stage of improvement both of the devices themselves and theoretical and methodological grounds of the validity and reliability of the data obtained through it.

Clarifying the categorical apparatus used in the polygraph study, it has been ascertained that “deception” is an integrated category which includes “lie” and “non-truth”. To prove this statement, it is noted that “deception” can be expressed through: speech messages; actions or their absence (deceptive manoeuvre, machinations, play, roles, hypocrisy, breaking promises); the purpose based on attitudes, values, motives and intentions of the subject and can be expressed with a hostile orientation (lie) or without it (non-truth, nonsense, fables); an object manifesting itself in inaccurate or true information presented in such a way that the interlocutor makes conclusions which contradict the exceptional state of things; a subject’s action pursuing certain interests; the process of introducing inaccurate information; a result or action that has reached its goal, i.e. interlocutors accept untrue information as true and are guided by it in their follow-up, that means they are deceived [2, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14 and others].

There has been presented a theoretical model of the polygraph research structure, which consists of three groups of categories and concepts used in the organization, obtaining results and data interpretation: physiological characterizing the logic of these processes; psychological reflecting essential properties and relationships; instrumental-technical describing the polygraph method specificity. The role and principles of major physiological sensors recorded by the polygraph have also been clarified: breathing (top, bottom), galvanic skin response, blood pressure, photoplethysmogram, tremor (motor activity sensor). There has been examined the relationship between physiological reactions and human emotional experiences (and other mental processes) allowing to record vegetative changes using the polygraph as an objective and effective method diagnosing the fact of hiding some information.

Based on the analysis of scientific literature [3, 12, 15, 17, 21, 22, 23, 26 and others], two groups of polygraph theories have been distinguished and described. Thus, the first group, defined as “cognitive polygraph theories” (the key factors of physiological changes in the polygraph examination are cognitive mental processes) includes: “theory of focused memory testing” (Yu. Holodnyi), “attention theory”, “conflict theory” (G.H. Borland, D.C. Raskin), “dichotomization theory” (G. Ben-Shakhar, I. Lieblich), “orientation theory” (M. Kleiner). The second group, identified as “emotional and volitional polygraph theories” (the key factors of physiological changes in the polygraph examination are emotional and volitional mental processes, manifested as emotions, feelings, aberrations, motive struggle, decision-making or goal setting) consists of “two-factor theory of emotions” (S. Schachter, J. Singer), “information theory” (P.V. Simonov), “conditioned reflex theory” (I.P. Pavlov), “threat-of-punishment theory” (A. Mosso), “motivational theory of functional systems” (V.A. Varlamov). Consequently, our thorough analysis of the existing theories can be a theoretical platform for the creation of a coherent conceptual model of the polygraph method theoretical basis.

Summarizing theoretical data, a classification of polygraph tests has been proposed. Thus, the first group, selected according to “types of questions”, includes: tests of probation and neutral questions and their combinations relating to the methodology of probation and neutral questions; tests of control questions relating to the methodology of control questions; “Peak Strain” Test, “Peak Strain” Test of the Known Solution, “Peak Strain Search” Test, Guilty Knowledge Test, Guilty Knowledge Searching Test, Event Knowledge Test and others which can be assigned to the methodology of detecting concealed information. According to other classifications, the follow-
ing tests can be marked out: verification and service; direct and indirect; strain peak tests and benchmark tests; single-tasking and multi-tasking.

It has been discovered that various features of the emotional sphere can serve as essential signs of deception – it is proved by a large number of indirect studies devoted to the content of the indicators used in the polygraph study [1, 12, 14, 25 and others]. It is clearly observed in the analysis of emotional states [5, 10, 24, 30 and others] and data in which this inclination is connected with emotional lability, resistance, empathy, etc.

Solving the second task, there have been outlined major theoretical and methodological approaches, the development of the individual emotional maturity content is based on; there have been generalized a general understanding of emotional maturity; there have been examined the main structural components of emotional maturity in general, as well as at the personal and interpersonal levels of manifestation; there has been described a typological model of individual variants of the emotional maturity formation and development; it has been shown that the typology mentioned above can serve as the basis for searching both individual indicators and their complex giving opportunity to judge about personality deceitfulness.

Summarizing scientific data [10, 13, 24, 27, 30, 32 and others], two main theoretical and methodological approaches, the development of the individual emotional maturity content is based on, have been featured and proved. First, some scientists tend to distinguish “assimilation” models of emotional maturity as: a resumptive emotional and intellectual construct that reflects emotional maturity (H.V. Yusupova); the identification of emotional maturity with emotional competence as the ability to act according to the internal environment of one’s own feelings and desires (R. Busk); knowledge about oneself and the ability to be the master of one’s own emotions (D.H. Heath, C. Lambert); emotional maturity is considered in connection with emotional literacy (O.L. Yakovleva, D. Goleman); emotional maturity as a new formation of a certain age, i.e. a characteristic of various emotional manifestations associated with a certain age period (D.N. Isayev, N.Yu. Maksymova, J. Murray and others); emotional maturity as a social norm – one of the characteristics peculiar to an adult, i.e. a biologically mature man who internalizes and follows norms and values of culture or society in which they live (A.N. Luk, A. Reber, P. Fraisse and others); emotional maturity as emotional intelligence (D. Caruso, R.K. Cooper, H. Gardner, J.D. Mayer, P. Salovey, A. Sawaf and others); an aspect of the child’s readiness for school manifesting itself in impulsivity decrease, ability to obey orders, follow instructions, communicate and co-operate with peers, etc. (A. Maurer). Second, “generative” models of emotional maturity can be presented as: emotionally mature personality is “a fully functioning person”, who is open to understanding and trusting their own feelings; able to experience emotions of different range, depth and intensity; can verbalize; capable of empathy (K. Rogers); is sensitive to their emotions and understands them (O.S. Kocharyan), open to emotional experience and aware of their own feelings (O.O. Chudina); emotionally mature personality is a self-actualizing person, i.e. responsible for their actions and emotions, living in the present, moment, being spontaneous and creative (A. Maslow); emotionally mature personality is an authentic person who is able: to diverge from socio-normalized and socio-controlled feelings for real: to see and feel the entire spectrum of real emotions “here and now”; to become free and responsible for their own emotions, feelings, experiences, life; to decline stereotypes and clichés; to become open to a new experience (A. Meneghetti, F. Perls and others); emotionally mature personality is like a child characterized by spontaneity, emotionality, childish frankness and liveness of feelings, as well as real experiencing life and himself-herself in it (A. Lawen, V. Reich); emotionally mature person is like an adult possessing such qualities as: developed mind (Freud et al.), maturity of defence mechanisms (A. Freud et al.), positive “sense of self” (H. Kohut and others.), satisfaction with object relations (M. Klein et al.); emotionally mature personality included in the transpersonal structures, identifying their own maturity and mental health (S. Grof), revealing the divine origin of a human (A. Mindell); emotionally mature personality characterized by a high degree of the emotional sphere development at the level of emotional response adequacy in certain socio-cultural conditions (I.G. Pavlova, O.Ya. Chebykin).

Solving the third task, there has been generalized the understanding of emotionally mature personality and proved that emotionally mature people have a full control over their life and a high level of success, including a high level of life and happiness, self-confidence, success in relationships, etc. At the same time, there has been shown that a low level of emotional maturity is characterized by the absence or bad formation of emotional reactions to the surrounding world. An understanding of the essence, content and structure of emotional maturity as an integrative personality quality characterizing the degree of the emotional sphere development at the level of emotional response adequacy in certain socio-cultural conditions has been established. The main structural components of the individual emotional maturity in general, as well as at the personal and interpersonal levels of manifestation have been considered. They are emotional self-regulation (intro-self-regulation and extra-self-regulation), empathy (intro-empathy and extra-empathy), emotional expressiveness (intro-expressiveness and extra-expressiveness). Thus, each of the emotional maturity components, integrating with other features, qualities and processes, is reflected both at the conscious and subconscious levels of the human psyche. For emotional maturity is understood as a degree of the emotional sphere development, it is important to distinguish how such a development is interconnected with various aspects of personality traits and, in particular, deceitfulness.
Taking into account O. Ya. Chebykin and I. G. Pavlova’s studies, there has been developed a typological model of individual variants of the emotional maturity formation and development which includes 7 types: expressive, self-regulating, empathic, harmonic, self-regulating-empathic, expressive-empathic, and expressive-self-regulating. Consideration of the above typology serves as the basis for searching the relationship between individual peculiarities, as well as between a general level of emotional maturity and deceitfulness.

Based on the purpose and sequence of task solving, stages of the empirical research have been formed: preparation, diagnostics (including a diagnostic-instrumental stage – polygraph examinations), processing and interpretation of the data.

At the first, preparatory, stage there has been created a set of psychodiagnostic research procedures, aimed at the construction of a polygraph questionnaire in accordance with the aim of the study. For this purpose, a preliminary analysis of socio-moral ideals and human values has been made in order to create the polygraph questionnaire on their basis. Consequently, the polygraph questionnaire, being developed to reach the goal of our study, consists of six groups of tests (topics), each of which corresponds to the direction of value (going to school; studying in a higher educational institution; employment and material values; health; family; friends and communication) plus an additional “lie test” which is necessary for the polygram analysis procedure and obtaining results. In general, the polygraph questionnaire includes 87 questions, 51 of which (“significant” questions) are aimed at detecting deception in basic spheres of human values.

The second stage is diagnostic. At this stage, students have been examined using the indicated methods (mainly in the first half of the day). It should be noted that the ground of this stage – both according to the organization of the study and the duration and requirements for the procedure – is directly a polygraph test, which is represented in our work by the sequence of phases. As a result of the research, we have identified the indicators diagnosed by the polygraph methodology: predisposition to verbal deception, i.e. the subject confession in the past deception; predisposition to concealed deception discovered by the expert analysis of the received polygrams; general deception which is a combination of levels of predisposition to verbal and concealed deception.

At the third stage of our study, statistical data processing has been performed (determination of correlation relationships of the diagnosed indicators), the results of the study have been generalized in order to reveal interdependencies in the groups between indicators of the deceitfulness level and indicators of the emotional sphere, as well as the received data have been described and interpreted.

Noting the received primary data on the indicators of deceitfulness and emotional maturity of the general sample, it has been found out that the greatest variability is observed in the indicators characterizing predisposition to verbal deception ($\sigma = 7.51; CV = 40.6$) and the deception detected with the help of polygraph ($\sigma=7.38; CV=51.9$), as well as general ($\sigma = 7.37; CV = 22.5$). An integral index of emotional maturity also has a high variability ($\sigma = 5.21; CV = 22.5$). A further correlation analysis of the general sample shows that an integrative parameter of deceitfulness has the greatest number of connections and is rather closely ($p <0.01$) related to the indicators determining emotional maturity ($r=0.644$) and its components: emotional expressiveness ($r=0.647$), emotional self-regulation ($r=0.363$) and empathy ($r=0.489$).

Solving the fourth task, we have grouped the surveyed sample of subjects according to: gender (men, women); areas of specialists’ training (psychology, history, physics, navigation, fine art); the degree of deceitfulness (high, medium, low); the type of emotional maturity (empathic, self-regulating, expressive, expressive-empathic). The results obtained relating to the above groups have proved the following.

First, the analysis of differences in the levels of the emotional maturity and deceitfulness indicators in males and females has indicated that in some cases there are differences, but mostly – only at the significance level of trends. Such results may reflect a certain degree of independence in the manifestation levels of the emotional maturity and deceitfulness indicators among the representatives of different genders, based on the surveyed sample.

Secondly, in the groups formed according to the direction of specialization (psychology, history, physics, navigation, fine art) there are statistically significant differences in the following indicators: predisposition to verbal and concealed deception. It should be noted that the main statistically significant differences in the above indicators are observed in the group of “psychologists” which, to some extent, may indicate that the members of this group are more likely to deceive. In order to determine the leading features, the dispersion intergroup analysis has been made (in groups: history, psychology, physics, navigation, fine art), allowing to identify the indicators that serve as influential (independent variables). The latter include those that characterize verbal (F=2.605) and concealed (F=3.538) deception.

Third, there are significant differences in the manifestation of emotional maturity and its components at the level of the deceitfulness integral index. In this aspect, as mentioned above, we have featured three groups of the respondents according to the degree of deceitfulness (high, medium, low), using two ways. The first one is determining the boundaries of the average level of the deceitfulness general index by calculating the average arithmetic mean. The second way is based on the research results (L.F. Burlachuk, S.M. Morozov) stating that in the normal distribution 68% of measurements of any psychological phenomenon belong to the average level. As shown above, the following should be taken: the low level of deceitfulness is 0-25 points, the medium level is 26-40 points, and the high level is 41-51 points according to the
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created polygraph questionnaire. Further intergroup factor analysis in the groups with different levels of predisposition to general deception has proved that, depending on the level of deceitfulness, there are changes in the dominance of any given component of emotional maturity. Thus, the predominance of emotional self-regulation in the structure of the investigated indicators and its restraining role in the formation and manifestation of general deception is observed in the group with the “high” level of deceitfulness. In the group with the “middle” level of deceitfulness, there is a domination of emotional empathy, and in the group with the “low” level of general deception, – a set of indicators of self-regulation, deceitfulness and empathy. The obtained results have revealed the interrelationship between the development of the emotional maturity components and deceitfulness.

Fourth, there is the relationship between the development of the emotional maturity components and deceitfulness. To test this hypothesis, we have chosen the correlation analysis based on the types of emotional maturity determined in this sample (expressive, self-regulating, empathic, expressive-empathic). Then, considering the results of the correlation analysis in the structure of the empathic type, significant interrelations between the deceitfulness and emotional maturity indicators are observed. Summarizing the data, we can state that the empathic type has high probabilistic deceitfulness. To some extent, these results confirm our hypothesis and serve as the ground for using pre-evaluation of the empathic type in the deceitfulness diagnostics. So, if it is necessary to reveal deception with the help of polygraph or other techniques, it is preferable to check the representatives of the empathic type first of all. The peculiarities of correlation relations between the emotional maturity and deceitfulness indicators in the structure of the expressive and self-regulating types can also indicate their representatives’ deceitfulness in a certain way. It has been established that the representatives of the expressive-empathic type of emotional maturity do not have structural interrelations between the indicators of predisposition to verbal and concealed deception and the emotional maturity data. That is why it is possible to note that there is no relationship between the predisposition to concealed and verbal deception and the emotional maturity data among the representatives of this type, in contrast to the representatives of the empathic, expressive and self-regulating types.

Conclusions

Taking into account all of the foregoing arguments, the following conclusions can be made.

1. It has been found out that the issue of deception evaluation has a long history, and scientists have been interested in methods of its evaluation for a long time. There have been distinguished three stages in the polygraph method development: the stage of search for personality characteristics which can characterize predispositions to deception; the stage of creation of certain methods aimed at detecting deception; the stage of creation and implementation of the complex instrumental polygraph methodology.

2. It has been proved that most indicators of the polygraph methodology reflect different features of emotional maturity directly or indirectly. There have been outlined major theoretical and methodological approaches, the development of the emotional maturity content is based on. First, there are “assimilation” models presented by identification of emotional maturity with emotional competence, emotional literacy, a social norm, emotional intelligence, etc. Second, there are “generative” models characterizing emotionally mature personality as: “a fully functioning person”; a self-actualizing person; an authentic person; a child; an adult; included in the transpersonal structures; having a high degree of the emotional sphere development at the level of emotional response adequacy in certain socio-cultural conditions.

3. There has been described a typological model of individual variants of the emotional maturity formation and development which includes 7 types (expressive, self-regulating, empathic, harmonic, self-regulating-empathic, expressive-empathic and expressive-self-regulating) as probabilistic determinants of personality deceitfulness.

4. The polygraph questionnaire aimed at diagnosing deceitfulness has been created. It allows to distinguish and analyze the indicators characterizing predisposition to verbal, concealed and general deception.

Summarizing the correlation analysis data concerning the general sample, it has been established that the integrative parameter of deceitfulness has the greatest number of connections and is rather closely related to the indicators determining emotional maturity and its components: emotional expressiveness, emotional self-regulation and empathy.

The intergroup factor analysis in the groups with different levels of predisposition to general deception has proved that, depending on the level of deceitfulness, there are changes in the dominance of any given component of emotional maturity. Thus, the predominance of emotional self-regulation in the structure of the investigated indicators and its restraining role in the formation and manifest-
tation of general deception is observed in the group with the “high” level of deceitfulness. In the group with the “middle” level of deceitfulness, there is a domination of emotional empathy, and in the group with the “low” level of general deception, – a set of indicators of self-regulation, deceitfulness and empathy.

A thorough analysis has shown that there are significant interrelations between the deceitfulness and emotional maturity indicators in the structure of the empathic type that may indicate high probabilistic deceitfulness. The peculiarities of correlation relations between the emotional maturity and deceitfulness indicators in the structure of the expressive and self-regulating types demonstrate the mentioned tendency to a lesser extent. In general, the obtained results confirm our hypothesis stating that personality deceitfulness can be determined by the characteristics of emotional maturity the main of which is the empathic constituent (according to the results of our study). Further research work is supposed to be aimed at organizing and conducting experiments in the context of the topic “Psychology of deception in interpersonal interactions” and developing a scientific platform of Ukrainian polygraphy.
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СХИЛЬНІСТЬ ДО ОБМАНУ ЗА ПОКАЗНИКАМИ МЕТОДИКИ ЕМОЦІЙНОЇ ЗРІЛОСТІ ТА ПОЛІГРАФНОГО ОБСТЕЖЕННЯ

У дослідженні було виділено три етапи у становленні поліграфічного методу: етап пошуку ознак, які можуть характеризувати схильність особистості до обману; етап побудови окремих методик, орієнтованих на виявлення обману; етап створення та впровадження комплексної апаратної поліграфічної методики. Побудовано теоретичну модель структури поліграфічного дослідження, яка складається з трьох груп категорій і понять, що використовуються при організації, проведенні, отриманні результатів та інтерпретації даних: фізіологічних, що характеризують закономірності перебігу даних процесів; психологічних, що відображають істотні властивості та відносини; інструментально-технічних, що відображають специфіку поліграфічного методу. На основі узагальнення існуючих підходів виділено «когнітивні теорії поліграфа» і «емоційно-вольові теорії поліграфа», які можуть використовуватися при інтерпретації отриманих даних. Побудовано поліграфічний опитувальник для дослідження схильності до прихованого обману, вербального і загального обману. Аналіз першості даних дозволив згрупувати обстанвки випробуваних за: статевою ознакою (чоловіки, жінки); напрямами підготовки фахівців (психологія,
історія, фізика, судноводіння, образотворче мистецтво); ступенем вираженості схильності до обману (високий, середній, низький); типом емоційної зрілості (емпатійний, саморегуляційний, експресивний, експресивно-емпатійний). На основі даних кореляційного аналізу загальної вибірки встановлено, що найбільшою кількістю зв’язків володіє інтегративний показник схильності до обману, який досить тісно пов’язаний з показниками, що визначають емоційну зрілість, і її компонентами – емоційною експресивністю, емоційною саморегуляцією і емпатією. Проведено міжгруповий факторний аналіз у групах із різним рівнем схильності до загального обману, який показав, що в залежності від його прояву відбуваються зміни в домінуванні того чи іншого компонента емоційної зрілості. Поглиблений аналіз показав, що в структурі емпатійного типу отримано високі взаємозв’язки між показниками схильності до обману й емоційної зрілості, що може вказувати на вірогідну оцінку схильності даного типу до обману. В цілому отримані результати підтверджують гіпотезу про те, що схильність до обману особистості може визначатися ознаками емоційної зрілості, основною з яких, згідно з отриманими результатами, виступає емпатійна складова.

Ключові слова: поліграфне дослідження, типи емоційної зрілості, схильність до обману, діагностика схильності особистості до обману з урахуванням даних емоційної зрілості.
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